
Do you Hear The People Sing?
NIusic by Claude-Michel Sch6nberg

original Lyrics by Alain Boublil & Jean-Marc Natel
English Lyrics by Herbert Kretzmer
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not be slaves a - gain! Wten the
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beat - ing of your heart ech - oes the
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bear - ing oI lhe drums. rhere is a
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life a - bout to stat wben to - mor - row will you

sfiong and stand with me? Be -
ban - ner may ad-vance? Sone will

join in our cru - sade? Who will be

give ali you can give so that our
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fall, and some will live, will you stand
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join in the fight that will give you

blood of the mar - ryrs will wat - er

the right to be
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hear the peo - ple sing? Singing the song of an - gy men! I! is the mu - sjc of a peo- ple who will
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not be slaves a- gain! Wlen the beat-ing of your heart ech-oes lhe lrums, there is abeat - ing of

life a-bout to start when to - mor-row comesl will you
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